How to Use the "MineMatch Geochemistry Project"
to find Exploration Targets in British Columbia
Go to www.rockstorichesbc.com
A 1: Click on the name of the
target-type of interest to bring up a
map showing target locations
[If your required target type does
not appear on the list of available
target maps you may work with the
similarity rankings for which maps
have not been produced, and
which appear below the list of
target maps.]

A 2: If an Anomaly Cluster (black dot) appears
in your area of interest, zoom into it using
the buttons on the left of the map, and click
on it to bring links to its MineMatch reports
into the bottom frame of the web browser.

A 3: Click on the "Rankings" report hyperlink
to see which deposit types best match your
point of interest. The deposit type you
chose may not be its best match. However
the rankings list should provide you with
useful alternative perspectives on the kind
of deposit which may be present in the
area of interest.

A 4: Click on the "Best Match" hyperlink
to view the MineMatch attributes of the
Anomaly Cluster of interest. They will be
in the 3 leftmost columns of the report,
and will be labeled "ElementEnhanced"
and "RockHost" (you may have to scroll
down to see them). If any known mineral
occurrences occur within the Anomaly
Cluster, they will appear as
"InstanceAssociated" attributes. Clicking
on the "Present" hyperlink in th e
InstanceAssociated" line will bring up a
browser window with the BC MINFILE
report on the mineral occurrence, which
should contribute to your evaluation of
the potential of the anomaly cluster.
Columns 4 to 6 of the comparison reports
list the attributes of the deposit type
being compared. Clicking on any of the
hyperlinks in the deposit type's "Expected
Frequency" column will bring up a
detailed report on the deposit type from
either the USGS or BCGS web site.

A 5: Click on the "Next Match" hyperlink
below the map to view a comparison of
the Anomaly Cluster of interest with its
second-best-matching deposit type. If you
wish to see the Anomaly Cluster compared
to any other deposit types, please use the
service described on the"MineMatch
Online" tab in the left m argin of the
project web site's home page.
Now follow Guideline B 5 shown in the
rightmost column of this page.

A 6: Repeat for other points in the area of
interest, or change Target Deposit Type
and repeat procedure in area of interest.

Click on the "Targets" tab in the left margin of the
MineMatch Geochemistry Project home page

Want targets
in a specific
part of BC

Want targets
anywhere
in BC

B 1: Click on the "Rankings" hyperlink next
to the target-type of interest to bring up a
similarity ranking of Anomaly Clusters to
the deposit type of interest.

B 2: Note the ID number of the Anomaly Cluster which best matches the selected deposit-type, and
click on the actual name of the deposit type of interest on the "Targets" page. This will open a
browser showing the distribution in BC of targets for the selected deposit type.
Click on the Search button to the left of the map (binoculars), enter the Anomaly Cluster ID number
into the "Search For" field in the pop-up window, and click the "Search" button. Click on the
desired Cluster identifier which should appear in the Results area, and then click on the "Show"
button. The Targets map will zoom to the Anomaly Cluster of interest, and highlight it. Click on
any adjacent Anomaly Cluster, and then back on the Anomaly Cluster of interest to bring up
hyperlinks to its MineMatch reports in the frame below the map.

X 1: Investigate the basis on which the
MineMatch attributes of the Anomaly
Cluster were derived. Do this by first
noting the Anomaly Cluster ID No.
(obtained by hovering the mouse over
the anomaly point on the map), and
then clicking on the hyperlink to
"Anomaly Cluster Details" in the bottom
right frame of the map browser window.
Enter the Anomaly Cluster No. into the
field provided in the new "Anomaly
Cluster Attributes" window, and click on
"Submit Query". The sample identifiers
of each anomalous sample in the cluster
will appear, together with their original
analytical results, and the lithology type
present at their point of collection.
From this window it is also possible to
view anomaly thresholds for each
lithology type, and graphics of the
compositional statistics for all the
lithologies of the 1:250000 geological
map of BC.
Please note that it is possible that,
because of the method used to set
anomaly thresholds, some samples
which have been classified as
anomalous in some elements would not
be considered anomalous by an
experienced geochemist. In such cases
the Anomaly Cluster should be
appropriately downgraded. This is
therefore a necessary step in the
evaluation of Anomaly Clusters before
taking follow-up of the Anomaly Cluster
to the next stage.

B 3: Click on the "Rankings" report hyperlink to see a listing of how
well various deposit types match the selected Anomaly Cluster.
Although you are looking at the Anomaly Cluster that best matched
your chosen deposit-type, that deposit type may not be its best
deposit-type match. If it is not, go back to the "Targets" page, and
click on the "Best" hyperlink on the same line as your deposit-type of
choice. This will produce the MineMatch Comparison Report
comparing your deposit-type of choice with its best-matching
Anomaly Cluster (and the "Second" hyperlink will likewise produce
the report for the second-best matching Anomaly Cluster).
B 4: Click on the "Best Match" hyperlink to view the MineMatch
attributes of the Anomaly Cluster of interest. They will be in the 3
leftmost columns of the report, and will be labeled
"ElementEnhanced" and "RockHost" (you may have to scroll down
to see them). If any known mineral occurrences occur within the
Anomaly Cluster, they will appear as "InstanceAssociated"
attributes. Clicking on the "Present" hyperlink in th e
InstanceAssociated" line will bring up a browser window with the BC
MINFILE report on the mineral occurrence, which should contribute
to your evaluation of the potential of the anomaly cluster. Columns
4 to 6 of the comparison reports list the attributes of the deposit type
which best matches the Anomaly Cluster. Clicking on any of the
hyperlinks in the deposit type's "Expected Frequency" column will
bring up a detailed report on the deposit type from either the USGS
or BCGS web site.
B 5: If the Anomaly Cluster is of interest as a target, you need to
establish whether it is on open ground. An indication of the target's
status may be obtained by locating it in the "Anomaly Clusters" map
(tab on home page), which can be zoomed to 1600%, and checking
for overlapping existing mineral claims. Definitive status can be
obtained only by contact with the BC Mining Commissioner.

B 6: To evaluate the Anomaly Cluster which is the second-best-match
(third-best, etc) to your chosen target-type, repeat the procedures
described in boxes B 2 to B 4 above, but this time working on the
Anomaly Cluster No appearing as the second-best match (third-best,
etc) in the "Rankings" report.
Please note that the MineMatch Comparison Reports available directly
from the maps for each Target-Type are the best and second-best
deposit-types matching the selected Anomaly Cluster. They are NOT
comparison reports generated for each deposit type showing the best
and second-best Anomaly Clusters which match them. The latter are
available directly from the "Targets" page, only for the best 2 matches.

